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Houses and Trees 
Niels Henriksen

In her exhibition Houses and Trees at Sydhavn Station in early 2015, Anne Skole Overgaard engaged 
landscape as a pictorial tradition through the media of painting and woodcut prints in a series of three 
spatial installations. The visitor to the exhibition was met by a monumental frieze of poster-size printing 
blocks in the train station lobby, behind which the exhibition venue run by the artist and her colleagues 
is situated in the former ticket office. The silhouettes of trees, wire fences, and wooden and concrete 
poles carved into plywood sheets stand out against the blank background darkened to solid black by 
the printing ink. Inside the gallery, prints made on individual, five-meter long sheets of thin, semi-
transparent paper hung from the ceiling like porous spatial dividers rattling and swaying as visitors 
moved around the space. In contrast to the hard, relief-like frieze of the printing blocks in the lobby, 
the prints inside the gallery were almost virtual in presence because of the transparency of the paper on 
which they were printed. The hanging of the loose sheets in a formation of diagonally displaced layers 
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gave the visitor the experience of passing through a series of screens. Finally, at the back of the gallery 
a door led into a small space in which two modestly sized paintings of houses—recognizable by the 
architecture, light, and color to be in Italy—were hung on walls painted a dark, moss-green color.
The photographic precision of the two paintings, their strict frontality, attention to architectural detail, 
and Italian subject matter bring to mind a small 1814–1815 painting by Christoffer W. Eckersberg in 
the collection of the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York. Showing a view of the church of Santi 
Cosma e Damiano across the Via Sacra in Rome, this painting is an example of Eckersberg’s open-air 
architectural paintings dating from his stay in Rome in the 1810s. In Eckersberg’s painting, a cluster 
of buildings comprising the ancient basilica and later medieval and baroque additions rise like a wall 
parallel to the picture plane, leaving only a sliver of space to be populated by a few decorative figures. 
The pale-blue, cloudless sky above offers no perspectival indications, thus emphasizing the effect of an 
architectural stage set.
The spatial construct of the painting sums up the early career of Eckersberg. After a year of tutelage 
under Jacques Louis David in Paris from 1811–12, Eckersberg arrived in Rome in 1813, where he 
was soon integrated with the resident artist milieu. In David’s studio, Eckersberg had been trained 
in the use of firmly defined, stage-like architectural settings. David went so far as to employ theater 
set-designers to outline his compositions during this period, as can be seen in works such as The 
Coronation of Napoleon (1807). By contrast, the plein air tradition that Eckersberg encountered 
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in Rome, which had commenced with the work of Pierre-Henri de Valenciennes and Thomas Jones 
who both resided in the city in the 1780s, emphasized accuracy in the description of tonal value in 
planes over illusion of space. Eckersberg’s graphite and ink sketch for the painting of Santi Cosma e 
Damiano (also in collection of the Metropolitan Museum of Art) reveals the meticulous registration 
of architectural features on which the composition of the painting is based. In the finished painting, 
however, architectural exactitude competes with the animation of surfaces through the rendition of the 
peeling and damaged walls in clouds of ocher, brown, red, blue, green and gray.
I attend to the representation of space and plane in Eckersberg’s painting in such detail because it 
bespeaks a crisis in the conceptualization of the relationship between human and nature and self and 
other, as it is understood through the configuration of space in landscape painting. Advances in geometry 
around 1800, and the invention of new optical devices including panoramic painting (patented in 1787), 
the kaleidoscope (invented in 1817), and the phenakistoscope (popularized in the 1820s), spelled the 
demise of the worldview according to Cartesian coordinates. As described by the scholar Jonathan 
Crary, the perspectival box and linear perspective were no longer tenable as epistemological models. 
Where David’s neo-classicism represented an attempt to rehabilitate linear perspective in the simplified 
form of a stage set, the tradition of Valenciennes and Jones denotes the opposite strategy of abandoning 
all pretension to spatial illusion for accuracy in the depiction of surface value. The culmination of 
the Roman plein air tradition in Camille Corot’s landscape oil sketches from the 1820s has been 



seen to lay the foundations for the re-articulation of modern painting in terms of surface flatness. 
Eckersberg’s work, although definitely influenced by the plein air tradition, registers in the vein of 
David’s conservative rehabilitation of a rigid spatial framework rather than Corot’s radical capitulation 
to empirical observation.
Anne Skole Overgaard’s paintings and prints of Italian landscapes may be understood productively 
through the lens of a similar set of dichotomies between space and surface, perspectival depth and 
material surface, and geometrical scheme and relief effect. Furthermore, her engagement with 
landscape prompts consideration of how this genre has traditionally served to model and even naturalize 
certain logics of exchange between subject and world, human and nature, and self and other.
Anne Skole Overgaard’s painting titled House from 2014 shows a frontal view of an anonymous 
building at close distance. The plane of the facade taking up three quarters of the painting has but one 
opening, an aluminum framed window blocked from the inside by a flat curtain. Perspectival indications 
are kept to a minimum: the shadow of a telephone wire cuts the facade at a thirty-degree angle, and 
drainpipes and roofline are accented by deep shadows. A narrow sliver of paved space to one side of the 
building, and the roofline disappearing around the upper corner of the facade, are the only suggestions 
of perspectival depth, except for the narrow shadows. In the context of the flatness of the facade and 
blank sky above, these indications of space appear to be tilting or jutting out at an exaggerated angle, as 
if distorted. As in the painting Gray House, also from 2014, the steep perspectival indicators, pressed 
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toward the edges of the paintings—in Gray House it is a steel gate pushed up against the right margin of 
the painting—appear overwhelmed by the dominant flat planes.
However, if the representation of space was abandoned in early nineteenth-century oil sketching 
for the animation of surface through meticulous transcription of tonal values, in the painting House 
the architectural surface seems insusceptible to animation. The apparently newly painted facade 
offers nothing in terms of texture or difference in value. Instead, it is presented as a sea of fleshy 
pink sameness. Even the rim of stones running along the bottom of the facade is revealed, through 
the precision of its delineation and coloring, to afford the only limited tonal range and variation of 
prefabricated cement stones. What we are presented with in Anne Skole Overgaard’s paintings is the 
mass-produced, plastic painted, highly industrialized version of the picturesque Italy that Eckersberg, 
Corot, Jones, and Valenciennes sought out.
In his book Landscape and Power W.J.T. Mitchell describes the transition from landscape painting 
to modernist abstraction in terms of a restaging of the same forms of exchange (between subject 
and world) through a shift from looking to contemplation. In Anne Skole Overgaard’s paintings, this 
exchange appears muted by the obstruction of spatial comprehension and the de-differentiation of 
material value. The windowless back wall of Gray House offers the perfect illustration: unassailable 
and closed to the viewer, the satellite dish mounted on top of the roof pointing into the sky is the only 
suggestion of a means of communication.

Gray house, 2014, acrylic on canvas, 65 x 80 cm







Anne Skole Overgaard’s woodcut prints show the silhouettes of thin robinia and 
cherry trees, vineyards, and fences flattened onto a surface plane. The background 
and spatial recess behind these visual elements appear to be cancelled out as if 
by a thick fog, and, as an effect of the black-and-white print, the relationship 
of individual elements in space is indecipherable. Branches, wires, and poles 
overlap so that they seem to merge into one intricate pattern. The prints 
represent sections of the particular landscape of the Po Plain in Northern Italy. 
This completely flat land, which used to be the agricultural supply chamber 
of Mantua, Venice and Verona, is now the site of a nondescript sprawl of small 
fields, industrial complexes, and residential buildings. The shapes of trees and 
plants intersecting with metal wires and concrete fence-poles in flattened space 
are presented as if in a herbarium of this cultural landscape. As these shapes are 
reduced to white silhouettes in the prints, it becomes difficult to decipher where 
one element ends and another begins. On the thin paper, the patterns of organic 
and inorganic forms attain a glassy luminosity and depth as light penetrates from 
the back of the paper. In an alternative series of prints made on heavy white 
paper, the white of the motif appears to be lying on top of the black surface like 
thin lines of paint.







The perspectival depth of landscape painting is replaced in Anne Skole Overgaard’s prints by effects 
of relief. These effects are only arbitrarily related to the spatial relationships of the physical landscape 
depicted, and the images make no secret of that arbitrariness. As effects they are temporary, fluctuating 
between protrusion and recession before the gaze of the viewer. The late nineteenth-century sculptor 
and theorist Adolf von Hildebrand based his sculptural program on effects of relief that were mobilized 
to organize the phenomenal world for the viewing subject, chiefly by means of prescribing a fixed, 
frontal, distanced viewing position. In Anne Skole Overgaard’s paintings and prints, landscape is 
collapsed into a series of effects of shallow relief. However, the obstruction of space and muting 
of surface in these works amount to a double negation rather than a naturalization of a particular 
viewpoint. The relief effects explored in Houses and Trees thus appear to describe instead an oscillation 
between one uninhabitable place and another.
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(Skitseringen flyder sammen med mine hænder i landskaber af arkitektoniske blikke) 

kunsten i alting kræver papir. eller også er det sneen der forvirrer mig.
vi kører forbi nogle forkrøblede vinstokke i Hjortshøj i juleferien, 
man kan ikke alting selv. så profetisk. hvor dumt. 
ALT skal uophørligt afprøves for at bevæge 
nysgerrigheden.  ALT er en skitse 
hvis ikke man afslutter, og her 
falder en løve ind i mine tanker 
der slet ikke passer ind 
i snelandskabet. 
Flænseven, 
nu du er her, 
halshugger du så ikke lige udsigten med din kongeklo, 
så jeg kan vende vrangen ud og se om ikke Italien ligger dér. 
på den anden side. motivet er hvad du ser hvor du er. resultatet er 
at jeg ikke ser detaljerne før jeg stirrer mig ud og ind af fokus for tredie gang. 
det er overdådigheden af detaljer der slår mig. det er tiden. at den har taget så stor  



en bid af dit liv og du ser ud til at have nydt det. nydt de mundfulde. herligt, nu 
sidder vi i et træsnit og ler af landskabet. det er så morsomt, 
så fjogede vinstokkene også strækker sig i Norditalien. 
når man lugter til dem bliver man ikke klogere. 
dit blik holder alting fast, se, 
en gavl. lad os læne os 
op ad den verden 
til den giver 
aftryk









motivet ligger og skvulper i hver fuge
i et fladt Norditaliensk landskab. 
mine øjenlåg er tunge af det. 
hvem har lagt marken ned? 
hvem har bundet vinstokkene op 
og pryglet udsigten med dem?
disse nøgne dage, 
nogen lægger noget på dem, 
læner noget op ad dem, 
for at se om de holder, 
selv den blege sol 
prøver at trænge igennem 
med sine udsultede stråler 
og så ser jeg dit blik 
der er igang med 
at genoplive 
selve dagen. 
ingen er døde, 
siger stenene på marken 
og er de første til at genspejle 
den blanke formiddag. 







som dengang marken indtog mit ansigt i en brandert eller tåge, 
jeg ved ikke, vejret overtog min krop. 
jeg overtog mulden fra en anden
der havde ladet den ligge. 
længere oppe, 
hvor stien deler agrene, 
ligger sten på sten i et udtryk af hænder; 
en gavl som føles ru i øjeblikket, ikke muren, 
men øjenbevægelsen der kravler ud over markerne 
og går i et med horisontlinien. himmel og jord er ligeligt fordelt. 
og i forestillingen mærker man 
ikke kulden i fingrene.
den løbende isning 
der ikke lader 
nogen gå fri 
og alligevel vælter 
denne samme kolde vind 
hegnet til fårefolden. 



men dyrene vil ikke friheden, 
ikke i den slags vejr, 
de vil presse sig mod hinanden 
med ryggen til vinden 
og ansigtet vendt 
mod de tegl 
som vinden stykvis 
river med sig. 
den giver og tager sig sine friheder

 
og slipper ikke sit tag, 
selv ikke på udåndingerne
man ikke kan være foruden





jeg modtog mit ansigt 
i en boble-kuvert 
og blev åbnet op 
af andre hænder 
end postomdelerens. 

den ulige fordeling 
af næse og mund. 
du smutter min pande 
ud i en håndevending 
lidt sydøst for alperne. 

jeg ser det nu, så hjemsendt, 
så slående landskabligt 
stiller du mig op imod himlen 
og dens møde med jorden. 

de opmålte og forrevne linier 
skal ikke skåne nogens udsyn. 
de skal synke ind over 
og danne grobund for tanken. 



(Så funklende et mørke)

det er lyset der lader mine øjne, tror jeg så længe, 
men det er mørket der genoplader dem, 
så de er i stand til at indtage dette. 
lys 
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Niels Henriksen is an art historian based in New York. He is currently working on a Ph.D. dissertation 
on the Danish artist Asger Jorn and the significance of archaeological objects and methodologies in  
post-World War II art.

Marie Melchiorsen is a poet and an artist. She works with installation, sculpture, painting and text 
in her works. She published the poetry collection Marmoleum and og has contributed to litterature 
magazines such as Hvedekorn.






